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Letter from the editor

Archives and Activism:
Can accountability be a
form of empowerment?
Hello and Welcome,
After a hiatus for the summer, the newsletter is back!
For this issue, we are focusing on the topics of
professionalism and advocacy. How is the archives
profession doing in terms of improving the
profession? Are we moving forward? If not, why not?
How is outreach impacting your institution? What
greater vision for the profession could we construct to
move ourselves forward?
Personally, I am working with the idea of using
accountability as a form of advocacy. Verne Harris
puts forward that appraisal makes obvious the
archivists professional and political power. In
advocating for our profession?s relevance, does it
not make sense then to advocate for visible
accountability? If we, as a profession, were to draw
greater attention to our standards and facilitate
recognition of these standards, the recognition by
outside entities would be an acknowledgment of
archivist political and social power.

The truth is that our professional standards are
complex and difficult to define. Coupling this
complexity with the evolving role of archivists has
meant that the standards which guide us are often
vague, and challenging to communicate to those
outside the profession. However, in failing to
communicate the complexity of the standards, we
have also failed to communicate our value and
relevance. What if instead we developed a concise,
flexible collection of standards and actions, guided
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by our ethical code of conduct and accountable to
higher review? Like judges, beholden to the intention
of the law as well as the letter. Imagine the status that
such power would confer upon us? Which raises the
question: what the hell is the Archivist of the United
States DOING with his time?
From a slightly less incendiary perspective, for this issue
we have John Vallier discussing the many forms that
activist archiving can take to bring justice and
perspective to the historical record. We also have Conor
Casey providing a case study for the use of inreach and
outreach efforts in support of the Labor Archives of
Washington.
The topic for our winter issue is still up for discussion.
Thoughts? Requests? Perhaps you have an article you are
dying to publish? I would love to hear from you in any
capacity.

Thoughts? Rebuttals? Fantastic Articles?
Send them to Odette Allen
Your SeaAA Member-At-Large
Seattle.Area.Archivists@gmail.com
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Activist Archiving Can Take Many Forms
By John Vallier

Nearly 40 years ago, historian Howard Zinn condemned the
inequity of the archival record. In his ?Secrecy, Archives, and
the Public Interest,?Zinn wrote:
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" That the collection of records, papers, and memoirs, as
well as oral history, is biased towards the important and
powerful people of the society, tending to ignore the
impotent and obscure: we learn most about the rich, not
the poor; the successful, not the failures; the old, not
the young; the politically active, not the politically
alienated; men, not women; white, not black; free
people rather than prisoners; civilians rather than
soldiers; officers rather than enlisted men. Someone
writing about Strom Thurmond will have no problem
with material. But what if someone wants to write about
the blind black jazz pianist, Art Tatum?" (Zinn 1977, 21)

an active role in creating collections that represent
those who have been traditionally excluded from the
historical record:

Zinn?s call is loud and clear. He is insisting that we take

Zinn?s words resonate with me. In my 15 years as an AV
archivist I have attempted to actively create collections

" [T]ake the trouble to compile a whole new world of
documentary material, about the lives, desires, needs,
of ordinary people.? To refuse to be instruments of
social control in an essentially undemocratic society, to
begin to play some small part in the creation of a real
democracy: these are worthy jobs for historians, for
archivists, for us all." (Zinn 1977, 25)

Documentation
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that document the ?lives, desires, needs, of ordinary
people,? often with a focus on their extraordinary
musical performances. As a former archivist at the
UCLA Ethnomusicology Archive, I was fortunate to
receive two grants to partner with community
non-profits to help document local music performed
by communities that are often marginalized from the
mainstream. With the first grant, Archiving Filipino
American Music in Los Angeles (AFAMILA), we worked
with Kayamanan Ng Lahi to record and archive a year?s
work of Filipino American music. Dozens of UCLA
students and community members were hired as
ethnographic recordists. They fanned out across LA,
recording a wide variety of Filipino American concerts,
performances, festivals, interviews, and
demonstrations. Hundreds of hours of audiovisual
footage were recorded. From pre-colonial Philippine
traditions to indie rock infused Filipino American
youth culture, the diversity of events we documented
reflected a wide range of experiences across
generations, cultural identities, civic activities, and

creative communities. With a second grant, Gospel
Archiving in Los Angeles (GALA), the Archive partnered
with the Heritage Music Foundation, a gospel music
focused non-profit that raises awareness about LA?s'
historic and contemporary role as a center for Gospel.
With this project we again focused on recording a year?s
worth of music, from traditional spirituals to funkier
renditions bordering on so-called holy hip hop.1 In the
end, both AFAMILA and GALA enabled us to broadened
the historical record by including the music and voices
of those who have too often been written out of our
officially sanctioned past.

Preservation
As archivists we know that active documentation and
collecting are only part of what we do. Description,
preservation, and dissemination? among other
processes? also comprise the archival workflow. As
such, these functions can act as productive sites of
activism. Take preservation, for example. Between 2004
and 2010 I worked with ethnomusicologists Lorraine

1. Finding aids for both collections are available online: http:/ / www.oac.cdlib.org/ findaid/ ark:/ 13030/ kt787023bg/
http:/ / www.oac.cdlib.org/ findaid/ ark:/ 13030/ kt2j49q27r/

Photo by Matthew Schau Allen, from the Kearny Barton Collection, UW Libraries Media.
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Sakata, Laurel Sercombe, and Lowell Lybarger to help
preserve Radio Afghanistan?s (RA) vast trove of unique
recordings. We worked together to find funding,
purchase equipment, and provide training and other
support for the RA archivists. Led by Sakata, who had
conducted her doctoral research in Afghanistan in the
1970s, our efforts resulted in two NEH grants that
allowed the archivists to set up a digitization shop in
Kabul. The RA archivists have since reformatted
thousands of hours of unique recordings. While our
efforts to secure funding and support preservation
pale in comparison to the risks the RA archivists took
to protect their recordings from the Taliban, 2 I do
believe our accomplishments can be seen as a form of
preservation-oriented archival activism, especially
when seen in contrast to our country?s ongoing role
with the War in Afghanistan.

Dissemination
Providing access to archival collections can be
challenging. Legal, ethical, technical, and
donor-dictated restrictions can all stand in the way of
open access and broad based dissemination. However,
when such issues are not present, I argue it?s our

professional duty to provide as much access as
possible. This may mean taking a progressive? and
perhaps, some would say, risky? stance on fair use and
Section 108. At the University of Washington Libraries
my colleagues and I have attempted to do this by
providing wider access to recordings from our local
music and other audio collections via a publically
accessible ?archival jukebox? and such online portals
such as SoundCloud. 3 Though we attempt to track
down rights in advance, we are often unsuccessful and
do not have permission from the vast majority of
performers and artists featured on these recordings.
These are very much orphaned works. By openly
sharing orphaned audio (and video 4 ) sights and sounds
that often reflect the life and work of those who are not
in the upper echelons of power? I believe we are again
answering Zinn?s call to activism. It may mean taking a
risk, but in the end isn?t that what activism demands?
What are your activist archiving stories? Let?s share
them at our next meeting!
Ref erences Zinn, Howard. 1977. ?Secrecy, Archives, and
the Public Interest.? The Midwestern Archivist, 2(2),
14-26. Retrieved from
http:/ / www.jstor.org/ stable/ 41101382

2 See: http:/ / news.bbc.co.uk/ 2/ hi/ programmes/ from_our_own_correspondent/ 1979482.stm
3 See: https:/ / soundcloud.com/ uwlibraries
4 See: https:/ / archive.org/ details/ uwlibraries progress towards a more equitable society.
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Dates and Details:
Upcoming SeaAA Events
BASEMENT TO BAR STOOL:
INFORMAL MEET UPS!
Next meet -up, Nov. 14t h!
W here: Capit al Cider, Downst airs Game Room
818 E Pike St, Seattle
(206) 397-3564
W hen: 6pm

Call for St eering Commit t ee
Members
Interested in becoming more active in the local
archivist committee? The Seattle Area Archivists
steering committee is seeking new members to fill
the positions of Vice-Chair/ Chair-Elect and
Treasurer. If you or someone you know may be
interested in helping guide the activities of SeaAA,
working more with our membership and local
institutions and gaining valuable volunteer and
leadership experience, please consider submitting
your name or their name for consideration. We will
hold a special election if we receive more than one
nomination for each position. Otherwise, we are
looking to fill the positions immediately. Please
contact the Steering Committee at
seattle.area.archivists@gmail.com regarding your
nominations.

Photo courtesy of the Capitol Cider website.

That's right. A regular professional drinks night.
This is a chance to meet colleagues, share ideas
and get to know each other in an informal
atmosphere. You should really be there.
There has been discussion of alt ernat ing our
locat ions bet ween The Dist rict Lounge and
Capit al Cider on Cap. Hill. To t hat end, dat es
and locat ions int o 2017:
6

Nov. 14t h, Capit al Cider
Jan 9t h, 6pm, Dist rict Lounge
March 13t h, 6pm, Capit al Cider
April 10t h, 6pm, Dist rict Lounge
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Updat e: Regional Archive
News and Happenings.
Cit y Archivist Scot t Cline ret ired in August
2016.
At 66, Cline is retiring from the Seattle Municipal
Archives, which he?s headed since they began in 1985
with a two-year federal grant for the preservation of
historical records. Anne Frantilla of the Municipal
Archives will be replacing him.
?We hold him in the absolute highest regard,? says Marie
McCaffrey, executive director of HistoryLink.org, which
offers encyclopedic essays on the history of the state.
?He led the way in organizing over a century?s worth of
city records. Because of his early understanding of the
potential of the internet, he helped Seattle become one
of the first cities to provide its citizens with digital access
to its history.?

ArchivesSpace Workshop in t he New Year
SeaAA is planning the first of its new workshop
series for January 2017! These workshops will be
geared towards having members of the SeaAA
community help each with information and
collaboration based on topics of general interest.
The first workshop will be focused on ArchivesSpace
(AS). As many institutions are transitioning from
Archivists' Toolkit and Archon to AS, our members
have expressed to the steering committee their
interest in a workshop that would allow other
members who are different phases in the transition
to learn from one another about their experiences.
At this time, we are looking for an institution willing
to host the workshop, perhaps in classroom setting,
where we could have AS demonstrations and/ or
participants would be able to use wifi and utilize the
AS sandbox as we discuss different components of
the program. If you are willing to host and
participate in a panel discussion, please let us know
at seattle.area.archivists@gmail.com. We are also
looking for members from two other institutions
who would be willing to participate in the panel and
share their experiences as well so that we have
many different perspectives. If this is something you
or someone from your institution would be
interested in doing, please let us know!

Photo by Steve Ringman/Seattle Times
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Community Connections:
Inreach and Outreach as Archival
Advocacy Activities
By Conor Casey, L abor Archivist, L abor Archives of Washington

- Advocacy activities articulating the value of archives
can be an important component of inreach and
outreach activities. Effective advocacy requires that
archivists make consistent and explicit arguments for
the value of our collections.
This article employs the case example
of the Labor Archives of Washington
(LAW) at the University of Washington
Libraries Special Collections to
demonstrate how archivists can use
inreach and outreach opportunities to
advocate for the social value of
archives, the usefulness of the
professional skills of archivists and
librarians, and promote use of topical
collections beyond core user groups.
Such advocacy activities can result in
securing institutional and external
resources, help with marketing,
community assistance and buy-in,
political capital to accomplish
projects, and the broader use of
archival collections.
Inreach and outreach are central parts

of the archival domain. By ?inreach,? I
mean promoting collections within a
department or institution; by
?outreach,? I mean promoting
collections in broader communities of
interest. However, these activities
alone are not advocacy, though there
is an implicit message in most of our
inreach and outreach activities that is
arguing ?these things are valuable.?
Inreach and outreach only take on and
aspect of advocacy when archivists
make explicit arguments about the
value of their collections. These are
more effective when we also ask for
resources to preserve and promote
the collections.
Archivists have long been writing and
teaching about the necessity of this

sort of direct advocacy; David Gracy
contends that advocacy is a constant
process that involves arguing for the
value of archives to those ?above? us;
resource providers, managers, and
politicians, and characterizes this as
?issue oriented? talking up. [An] act
of persuasion, demonstrating the
value of archives.? [Emphasis added]2
In his book Many Happy Returns, Larry
Hackman argues that advocacy is ?an
investment that we make when we
intentionally and strategically educate
and engage individuals and
organizations so that they in turn will
support our archival work."3 Similarly,
Gracy reasons that advocacy is ?the
work done (by archivists individually,
by associations of archivists, and/ or
by others) to cultivate the
environment for accomplishing the
archival mission.?4 Gracy further
elaborates on the value of inreach in
relation to advocacy, arguing that
inreach advocacy is ?reaching out for

1 This article was developed as part of a presentation I gave at the 2016 Connections Library Unconference, University of Washington
Libraries, August 2016.
2 Gracy, David B. ?Archival Advocacy.? Lecture, Archives Leadership Institute, Decorah, Iowa, June 17, 2014.
3 Hackman, Larry J. 2011. Many happy returns: advocacy and the development of archives. Chicago: Society of American Archivists.
4 Gracy, David B . 2016. ?Great Advocates: Dr. David B. Gracy II? Issues and Advocacy Blog.
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resources to the person a level or
two above you.?5
I believe that outreach and inreach
activities offer a constant
opportunity to demonstrate the
value of our collections and (more
broadly) the value of archives to our
organizations and to society, and
represent a chance to explain the
value of primary source materials to
researchers of all levels. These
activities represent an opportunity
to present records associated with
our particular scholarly or topical
domain to researchers with
different perspectives or from
different disciplines than our typical
users, or introduce collections to
audiences unfamiliar with archives.
A Communit y Creat es an Advocat e
The Labor Archives of Washington
was founded as a collaboration
between the Harry Bridges Center
for Labor Studies and the Libraries
Special Collections of the University
of Washington. The position of
Labor Archivist was created to be an
advocate for the value of labor
collections, to perform inreach in
Special Collections, the UW
Libraries, and the University of
Washington?s academic
departments and to perform
outreach to the labor and academic
communities and the broader
public. LAW has its genesis in the
economic crisis of 2008, when
thousands of cubic feet of labor and
labor-related collections existed in
various states of preservation and
description within UW Special
Collections. Most lacked online
finding aids, and there was no

online topical listing of labor
collections, so remote or
inexperienced researchers were
forced to come in to use the
collections in person or rely on
remote reference queries to
understand what labor holdings
there might be, assuming they knew
to look for them at the University of
Washington. A backlog of labor
collections remained unprocessed
and, due to reduced staffing, new
labor collections of high research
value within the community were
not being collected or preserved.
LAW was initially funded by a
coalition of dozens of unions and
hundreds of individuals, including
major support by the International
Longshore and Warehouse Union
and donations and fundraising help
from the Washington State Labor
Council. The campaign has raised
over $650,000, funding a full-time
labor archivist/ director, processing
supplies, equipment, education and
professional development, and a
part time-student assistant.
The fundraising campaign, which
turned what was initially a
three-year project into an ongoing
program, is a strong testament to
the value the labor and Bridges
Center communities put on
preserving working people?s history.
Because of the nature of the
founding and funding of the LAW,
inreach, outreach, and advocacy
have been a central part of the
majority of my non-processing
activities for the past six years. I
have focused my inreach and
outreach efforts into several main
areas:

Inst ruct ion and Workshops
I have focused on research
orientations and collection
overviews for classes in the History
and Political Science departments at
the University of Washington?s
Seattle campus, but have also
taught sessions on the power of
selection and appraisal in archives
and performed orientations for such
disparate disciplines as Labor
Studies, Geography and Law,
Society, and Justice. I have given
orientations to classes from UW?s
Bothell and Tacoma campuses and
taught orientations for hundreds of
students at Seattle Central College
writing and history classes as well
as other colleges and universities in
the area.
Workshops have been mainly on
records management and the
importance of donating labor
records to LAW, which I have
presented for such labor
stakeholder organizations as the
Washington State Labor Council,
Pierce County Central Labor Council,
and the King County Central Labor
Council. In all of these outreach
activities, I make strong arguments
on the pressing need to preserve
records of enduring value and
establishing records management
systems to facilitate donation and
disposal of office files, and I
articulate LAW?s need for financial
support from the labor community
and for help in spreading the word
about our mission and activities.
Service/ UW Libraries Inreach
My committee inreach
collaborations and service within

5 Gracy, David B . 2016. ?Great Advocates: Dr. David B. Gracy II? Issues and Advocacy Blog.
https:/ / issuesandadvocacy.wordpress.com/ 2016/ 07/ 20/ great-advocates-dr-david-b-gracy-ii/
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the UW Libraries have resulted in
partnerships with subject librarians
and staff who have projects or
steward collections that align with
LAW?s. In these activities, I advocate
both for the value of our collections
and try to tie it into the mission of
the UW Libraries to advance
intellectual discovery and enrich
the quality of life by connecting
people with knowledge. Inreach
activities have included being on
exhibit committees with subject
librarians so that LAW?s collections
would be incorporated and to
facilitate access to Special
Collections materials for
out-of-department colleagues. Such
was the case for an exhibit and
symposium related to farmworker
organizer Cesar Chavez and UW
student activism on behalf of
farmworkers in the 1960s and
1970s. Another collaborative
exhibit in 2012 examined the
history of social protest during the
height from the Seattle General
Strike through the WTO protests
through the Occupy Movement.
LAW has also presented on its
collections at a large informal UW
Libraries colloquium, InForum; at
several research conversations
between the UW Libraries and the
ISchool; and at Special Collections
departmental meetings. I also
regularly post announcements and
updates in the Libraries?internal
newsletter, Weekly Online News.
The net effect of all of these
activities is to spread the word
about the value and scope and
content of our collections and
activities with subject liaisons,
reference staff, administrators, and
others within the Libraries. It has
been effective at forming new
connections and in the increasing
esteem of our labor collections as
10

an important topical focus within
the overall landscape of UW Special
Collections.
St akehol der Organizat ion Out reach
I have found that in serving on the
committee of external stakeholder
organizations? sometimes not in an
explicitly ?archival? role? I have
been able to initiate and cultivate
relationships that demonstrate the
usefulness and specific skillsets of
archivists and librarians to the
constituent organizations. As well, I
am often able to dovetail LAW
programming or exhibits with larger
events. For example, I have served
as a volunteer member of the
Washington State Labor Council?s
MayWorks Planning Committee
since 2013. MayWorks is a
month-long celebration of workers?
culture and history in the state of
Washington, and while I have
curated exhibits and planned
outreach events that relate to our
collections as central parts of the
MayWorks calendar, for a couple of
years I also served as a volunteer
website administrator, Facebook
page manager, and publicity person
for the MayWorks committee. One
year, I designed MayWorks?poster.
These all seem to be far afield from
direct archival outreach, but in fact I
think it demonstrated value to our
main fundraiser/ stakeholder
organizations such as the WSLC and
the other unions. When it came time
to lobby for funding on our behalf,
the leaders of the WSLC (also the
leaders of the MayWorks
Committee) remembered the ways
in which LAW?s outreach activities
had dovetailed with theirs and the
ways we had been of service. As
well, serving on the MayWorks
committee meant I was familiar on a
first-name basis with officers and
staff of various labor and

community organizations, who in
turn donated funds and records to
LAW, spread the word to their
members about LAW events and
activities, or vouched for me when I
was trying to obtain collections
from people who were not familiar
with me or the archives. These kinds
of personal relationships have been
absolutely essential to LAW success
and rapid growth.
Other committees on which my
service had a similar effect were the
Pacific Coast Maritime History
Committee? organized by such
stakeholders as the Pierce County
Central Labor Council, ILWU Local
23, and local labor historians. As
well, the Carlos Bulosan Centennial
Committee connected LAW?s exhibit
on Bulosan and a UW conference
into a much larger city-wide series
of events celebrating the life of the
Filipino American author, poet, and
labor activist.
Of course, the most important
committee for outreach, support,
marketing, and advice is the Labor
Archives Advisory Committee. The
committee is composed of labor
historians, academics, labor union
leaders, and UW librarians and
library administrators. Committee
members have provided help with
fundraising, vouched for me and
assisted with other unions as I
attempted to bring in new
collections, acted as intermediaries
with their parent organizations
(which has resulted in securing
hundreds of thousands of dollars on
behalf of LAW); and provided timely
historical and political advice on
every aspect of my activities. I
report to the committee, but
informing these critical
stakeholders on my activities
represents targeted advocacy and
Sound Archivist, Fall '16

outreach, an opportunity for help
with marketing, and a chance for
direct feedback from our donors
and users.
Programs and Event s
Between 2008-2014, LAW was the
focus and fundraising beneficiary
of the Harry Bridges Center for
Labor Studies Annual dinner,
including a large 25th anniversary
event. In 2015 and 2016, LAW
launched a standalone annual
event. The purpose of the
standalone event is threefold: To
advertise and promote existing
collections in specific topical areas;
to communicate to the
communities represented about
the need to collect, preserve, and
donate records in that topical area;
and to welcome the labor
community and other stakeholders
onto campus to celebrate and learn
about LAW?s collections. The
topical focus in 2015 was the
SeaTac Seattle Minimum Wage
campaigns. At the event, which
featured a panel discussion by the
participants as well as an overview
on the history and activities of LAW
and the critical need for continued
financial support, we announced
the launch of an oral history and
documentation project. Over the
next year, me and my project
co-director, political science
Professor and Bridges Center
Director Michael McCann, and a
group of students we were able to
collect 70 oral history interviews,
digitally curate organizational
websites, bring in physical records
and artifacts, and curate digital
surrogates documenting the
important history of the 15Now
campaigns in SeaTac and Seattle.
The resulting web archives would
not have been possible without the
11

buy-in of the stakeholder
organizations that was initiated by
our annual outreach event. When
the project website launched, we
invited the people interviewed and
the stakeholder organizations and
the academic community to
celebrate at the Washington State
Labor Council?s headquarters,
which thanked the participants for
their help, advertised the need for
more interviewees, and showed the
attendees the first version of the
project website. As an outreach
event, it was a success, and it was
an opportunity to advocate for the
direct value LAW was providing
back to its multiple communities of
stakeholders.

promote our holdings. I have
already touched on the
collaborative exhibits LAW created
with fellow librarians on UW
Students and the Farmworkers?
Movement and the history of
protest in Seattle. We also created
an exhibit on social justice and
labor and civil rights printmaker
Richard Correll, which we hosted
onsite in 2012-2013. We also
created surrogate versions that
were part of the Northwest Folklife
Festival in 2013 as part of
MayWorks. This exhibit was
subsequently presented at the
Pacific Northwest Labor History
Association Conferences in 2013
and 2015.

The second annual LAW event was
on farmworker history in
Washington State and highlighted
the collections of Rosalinda Guillen
and Joseph Moore, organizers who
had worked with farmworkers of
the United Farm Workers of
Washington State to obtain the first
contract in for farmworkers in the
state?s history from Chateau St.
Michel Winery. Speakers from
Familias Unidas por la Justicia
joined us at the event and spoke
about the more recent history of
farmworkers?organizing. As a
result, many donors approached
the Labor Archives about bringing
in collections relating to
farmworker history in the Pacific
Northwest. Both of these events
were also televised on the Seattle
Channel, expanding the outreach of
the initial event substantially.

We also did a standalone exhibit on
the life and work of author, poet,
and labor activist Carlos Bulosan
(mentioned above) that is now an
online exhibit as well.

Exhibit s
Since 2010, the Labor Archives has
created inhouse, travelling, and
offsite collaborative exhibits,
working with organizations to

As well, we have created on-site
exhibits for the Washington State
Labor Council and initiated a
collaborative exhibit program with
the South Seattle College Labor
Education and Research Center and
the Harry Brides Center for Labor
Studies to showcase our collections
in their exhibit space. Finally, we
created an online exhibit to
highlight our entire Industrial
Workers of the World Photograph
Collection. The next effect of all of
this was emphasizing the value of
our collections and the use of LAW
to various communities.
Conf erences and Convent ions
Like many archivists, I attend the
Society of Archivists annual
meeting and am the co-chair of the
Labor Archives Roundtable, and
have organized or participated in
various SAA sessions emphasizing
Sound Archivist, Fall '16

our collections. As well, LAW has
made a session or a showing at the
Labor and Working Class History
Association?s annual conferences in
2013 and 2015 and will do so again
when UW Seattle hosts the
conference in June of 2017, with
LAW and its collections as a central
topical focus. I have also presented
on the value of labor archives at an
Association of Political Scientists
meeting in 2011, conferences by the
Pacific Northwest Historians Guild
and the Pacific Northwest Labor
History Association, and at the
annual conference of the ILWU?s
Pacific Coast Pensioners Association
(PCPA). Since 2014, we have also
participated in an oral history
project of PCPA pensioners, so I
report on LAW?s activities at the
convention as well as collecting oral
history interviews. All of the
activities spread the word about our
collections, but they also result in
the donation of new collections,
support from organizations, and
financial backing by stakeholders.
Radio, Podcast s, and Tel evision
Shows
Labor Archives Radio
I have promoted LAW?s collections
on radio stations including KEXP
(Seattle), KUOW (Seattle), KSVR
(Mount Vernon), KSER (Everett), and
KBCS (Bellevue). In September of
2015, LAW began a regular radio
segment on KSVR FM?s We Do the
Work Radio Program called ?Learn
Yourself?, which looks at a labor
related event and highlights LAW?s
collections as well as secondary and
primary source collections on the
event. The segment is meant to
inspire researchers to pursue
additional research into the topic on
their own. The pieces become part
of Public Radio Exchange?s list of
12

shows for redistribution, and the
episodes have proven very popular,
ranking as the most-listened-to
segments on the radio show. Each
?Learn Yourself? installment earns
more affiliate stations in different
markets with each airing, including
stations in Mount Vernon, WA;
Florence, MA; Grand Rapids, MI;
Olympia, WA; Ithaca, NY; Hoopa, CA;
The Evergreen College, Olympia,
WA; Portland, OR; Fayette, MO;
Garberville/ Eureka/ Laytonville/ Shelter
Cove, CA; Redding, CA; Alamosa, CO;
Bellingham, WA.
Labor Archives TV
In Fall 2016, LAW will begin a
10-episode segment on UW360
highlighting the Labor Archives.
These stories will air on KOMO (each
story airs at least twice) and will
stream on various platforms
including YouTube, Roku, and
Amazon Fire TV. LAW?s annual
events in 2015 and 2016 have also
been broadcast on The Seattle
Channel and a Labor Day segment
was on King 5 News in 2011.
All of this inreach and outreach with
explicit advocacy components
helped us secure permanent
funding. Because of the services
LAW provided the labor community,
the Washington State Labor
Council? which had already
fundraised on our
behalf? championed state funding
for LAW from state legislature,
creating the opportunity to present
directly to Governor Inslee and his
staff. I described our collections and
services and articulated the need for
state funding to make the Labor
Archives a sustainable endeavor. We
won state funding for the first time
and doubled our budget.

specific vision for the Governor. I
articulated that UW Special
Collections is the heart of the
University of Washington. The Labor
Archives, in turn, is where the
people?s history is welcomed into
the heart of the university. Our
collections are the unique, one-of-a
kind treasures that are part of the
public trust and open to research by
everyone and, thus, were essential
to his plans for funding higher
education in Washington. The
resulting funding pays for the
existing costs of the salary of the
labor archivist, a curatorial assistant,
and supplies. In addition, state
funding has allowed LAW to hire a
full-time Assistant Labor Archivist to
work directly with the labor
community in the Pacific Northwest,
helping with a regional labor records
survey and day-to-day archival
processing operations.
These activities demonstrate the
specific ways in which LAW has used
inreach and outreach opportunities
to advocate for the social value of
archives, the usefulness of the
professional skills of archivists and
librarians, and promote use of
topical collections beyond their core
users. The results of our various
advocacy activities resulted in
securing institutional and external
resources, helped with marketing,
facilitated community assistance
and buy-in, and gave LAW the
political capital to accomplish some
high-priority projects (including
ongoing funding). Targeted inreach
and outreach allowed LAW to
expand our scope, reach larger and
more diverse audiences, and to
promote broader use of our
collections by new groups of
researchers.

In my presentation, I presented a
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SEATTLE
AREA
ARCHIVISTS
The St eering commit t ee of t he SeaAA :
Chair: Amy Heidrick
Vice Chair and Treasurer: Posit ions open!
Secret ary: Jef f Wint er
Member-At -Large: Odet t e Al l en

Quest ions, comment s and communicat ion
can be sent t o:
Seat t l e.Area.Archivist s@gmail .com

Newsl et t er cont ribut ions act ivel y sought ,
pl ease email us your ideas and project s!

Physical mail and communicat ions:
P.O. Box 17876 Seat t l e, WA 98127
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